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Thomas Please be seated. And we do wish you, Ligon, a wonderful sabbatical. We are not sure whether you
know what a sabbatical isâ€¦[Laughter]â€¦or how to enjoy one, but we will be praying for that end. Father, we
thank You for the Scriptures. We ask for the help of Your Spirit, that that which we read we might also
understand. No one is good except God alone. You know the commandments: It is easier for a camel to go
through the eye of a needle than for a rich person to enter the kingdom of God. For all things are possible with
God. But many who are first will be last, and the last first. Now Jesus met all kinds of people â€” rich and
poor, young and old, male and female, those who were sick and those who were Pharisees. Watch and learn
how Jesus evangelizes this young man. You know we live in an age of moral relativism. There are no
absolutes: John MacArthur observes that Jesus would have failed a course in personal evangelism in almost
any seminary on earth by what He does in this passage. It begins with a young man. Not here in Mark, but in
the parallel in Matthew 19, Matthew tells us he was a young man, and Luke tells us he was also a ruler. He
wants to know what he must do to inherit eternal life. He knows how to show respect. He has lots of money,
and sometimes young men with lots of money have a sense of entitlement. We might dismiss him as a
bumptious show-off, but Jesus has a soft spot in His heart for this otherwise unlikeable young man. Have you
ever asked that question? You have two minutes, starting now! What must I do to inherit eternal life? Do you
know the answer? Jesus takes him to God. The first thing Jesus says to this young man is about God. He
begins with God. Do you know what He does? He picks on grammar. I was in a plane, I think, and I picked up
a newspaper. I rarely buy a newspaper, but I picked it up. It was sitting there in the little pocket in the front
seat before me. There was a question. The question went like this: But Jesus picks on him: Because only God
is good. After all, there is goodness in the world. But, you see, Jesus suspects, I think, that the emphasis of this
young man has fallen entirely in the wrong place: And I think when Jesus heard the question, He draws the
conclusion that this young man is far too impressed with his own native abilities. Jesus, who is the great
heart-reader, of course, suspects that this young man actually believes that he can do something and his view
of God is altogether too small. Tim Keller says in his latest book, The Reason for God, that the great problem
that faces the world [and by that he means New York, I think! How can God be good and there be evil in the
world? He draws attention to God. My friend, you may be visiting with us tonight. I wonder what is your view
of God. Now, you believe in God whether you acknowledge it or not. It may be a god of your own
imagination. It may be a god of your fashioning. But I wonder tonight, do you believe in the God of the Bible?
The only God there is? Jesus takes him to the Ten Commandments â€” the Law. But then He takes him to the
law, the Ten Commandments. Now if ever there was a faux pas in evangelismâ€¦you know this is it! And what
does Jesus do? He takes him to the law. All of a sudden the noise-cancelling earphones come outâ€¦
[Laughter]â€¦books suddenly appear, paperwork suddenly appears, they go off to sleep. Every Jewish boy
knows the commandments. Let me ask you: Do you know the commandments? You know the church at large
stopped teaching the commandments, the Ten Commandments, about a half century ago. But let me ask you
tonight, do you know the commandments? Do you know what this young man said? It takes your breath away:
I do my best. I try to live a good life. She was an elderly ladyâ€¦and she was elderly. And she was confined to
her home. She lived a couple of streets away from the church in Belfast and I went to visit her one day. We
were drinking tea together, and I was trying to witness to her. We talked about sin. I never leave this house! If
it is true that you can inherit eternal life by keeping the law, this is what you must do: You must live a perfect
life. The Junior Oxford Dictionary was published just about a month ago. And excluded from The Junior
Oxford Dictionary is the word sin. It is no longer in the dictionary. Nor is pulpit, nor is preacher. Nor is holly
and ivy, for some curious reason. The world, you see, has no time for sin. If you are ever to inherit eternal life,
this is what you must do. You must keep the commandments, and you must keep them perfectly. Not a single
one of you. You cannot do so. It is the one speaking to the rich young man. Jesus tells him to give up his
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worldly things and follow Me. So what does Jesus do next, in the third place? He takes him to God, He takes
him to the law, and in the third place [we see this in verse 21] He takes him to what is an unqualified demand:
I think you would have heard a pin drop. Go and sell everything that you haveâ€¦everything that you have!
Jesus is testing him, do you see? You must give everything away. Do you love Jesus that much? The disciples
thought so. The natural man always defaults to the treadmill of good works and self-righteousness, and with
man it is impossible. This way of perfect obedience to the law is not possible. So how then can I inherit eternal
life? One of the great hymn writers, Augustus Toplady, wrote a hymn and I cite it very often: You must divest
yourself of every confidence that you may have in yourself or in that which you possess.
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Who Was That Young Man? Scholars have described the account as strange, bizarre, confusing, enigmatic,
and whimsical. But this two-verse story is in the Bible, so we have to assume Mark included it for a reason.
Who was the young man, andâ€”more importantlyâ€”why did Mark include this information about him? Un
Cloaked in Mystery Most scholars believe that, like an artist painting himself in a corner of his canvas, Mark
included a cameo of himself in his Gospel. The history of identifying this character with the author himself
began with a thirteenth-century Coptic manuscript in which a footnote identified the young man as Mark the
Evangelist or as James, son of Joseph. Others have speculated that the naked runaway was Lazarus, or Joseph
of Arimathea, or a number of others. What Was Mark Doing? Such hypotheses and evaluations tacitly assume
that Mark was an inept writer. But such a conclusion is unwarranted; of sloppy editing, Mark knows nothing.
His work is the product of a sophisticated theological mind, assisted by the Holy Spirit, of course. In fact, with
this vignette, as with all of the scenes in his Gospel, Mark was doing something deliberate and purposeful, as
narrators always do. Authors do something with what they say. Mark had a goal in telling this particular story.
Following the betrayal by Judas and the arrest of Jesus To follow was what Jesus called the disciples to do,
and following was what they had been doing. The disciples fled; the young man fled. At one time these
disciples had left all to follow him. The writer displays this naked runaway as symbolic of the total
abandonment of Jesus by the band of disciples who fled to escape the consequences of association with him.
Shame of Abandonment But why include this little scene? The only substantive fact added here is that the
young man had an unfortunate wardrobe malfunction. Those who had been called to follow had failed. They
chose shame over fidelity to Jesus. At the Mount of Olives on his way to Gethsemane, Jesus had warned his
disciples that they would all fall away v. Peter protested that even if all fell away, he would not v. Yet, now,
they fled. And who among us has not failed in our discipleship as we follow Jesus? In one way or another, in
some fashion or another, we have all fallenâ€”in sin, in faithfulness, in courage, in commitment. And we
continue to stumble in discipleship. Is there hope for us? There, as with the story of our naked runaway, the
word occurs twice. What a clever narrative strategy! The former garment, which represents shame, buries
Jesus in death. In other words, Jesus gets the garment of shame from the young man. That, of course, is not to
assert that it was the one and same linen cloth. Rather, Mark uses the cloth as a literary device. This artistic
portrayal of the exchange of garments bears an implicit promise: Yes, there is hope for all of us who follow
Jesus, albeit stumbling and failing, clumsy and hesitant. He is Indian by ethnicity, but was born in Kuwait
where his father was working. He has also served as interim preacher of a number of churches in Texas and in
Massachusetts. Kuruvilla is a Diplomate of the American Board of Dermatology, and he maintains an active
clinical schedule seeing patients and taking care of their skin, hair, and nails! Single by choice, he has a
special interest in the theology of Christ-centered singleness and celibacy.
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Then come, follow me. He went away sad, because he had great wealth. I have often thought this the most
tragic of conversations Jesus ever had. The ones who did are household names today. Wow, knowing what we
know todayâ€¦that was a big mistake! He walked away from the ride of a lifetime. He walked away from
amazing possibilities. The issue, apparently, was the part about selling everything he had and giving it to the
poor. I think most of us would have a problem with that too. Look at the rest of the text: But Jesus said again,
"Children, how hard it is to enter the kingdom of God! Jesus knew where they were going with this so He
adds: I think we can often identify with him when he would speak up to Jesus. Sometimes, for us, the call of
Christ seems simply out of the question. How could I possibly give up what He is asking me for? The promise
implies that any sacrifice one would make in following Christ will pale in comparison to the blessings that will
follow because of the sacrifices. A book whose title I will mention later offers these suggestions: Use "I" as
often as possible. Mirror yourself continually in the opinion of others. Listen greedily to what people say
about you. Expect to be appreciated. Be jealous and envious. Be sensitive to slights. Never forgive a criticism.
Trust nobody but yourself. Insist on consideration and respect. Demand agreement with your own views on
everything. Sulk if people are not grateful to you for favors shown them. Never forget a service you have
rendered. Shirk your duties if you can. Do as little as possible for others.
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And they seized him, but he left the linen cloth and ran away naked. Only he could bring about our salvation,
and so he had to work alone. This view of disciples abandoning Jesus at his loneliest hour is affirmed in all the
Gospels. Mark describes the young man in question as a neaniskos, meaning he was in the prime of his life,
perhaps 15 to 25 years old. Fascinatingly, the word neaniskos, which is rare in the Christian Testament, crops
up a second time in Mark, to describe the young man in the long white robe who tells the women disciples that
Jesus has been raised and they will see him again in Galilee. The posse caught hold of him, but he left the
sindon and ran away naked. A sindon was a linen cloth used for clothing or burial. The word is used exactly
four times in the Christian Testament: This to me is the connection of the naked young man and the burial of
Jesus and the proclamation of the Easter Angel. For him to be wearing a sindon, which is very specifically
used for burial clothing, has some deliberate correlations by the Gospel writer Mark in identifying the
significant transformation of the death and rebirth of humanity as found in the Resurrection. The motif of the
clothing reinforces the impression that the two episodes form a coherent whole. Mark often mentions clothing
with strong symbolic overtones so that it has special significance for him. Consequently the clothes of John
the Baptist in Mark 1: The clothing of Jesus in the episode on the transfiguration in Mark 9: These references
to exceptional clothing are found at crucial points at the beginning and at the turning point of the narrative
where important revelations are given. In the episode on John the Baptist in Mark 1: The action of the High
Priest also takes place at a seminal moment in the trial of Jesus. In all of these cases, the significance of Jesus
is highlighted through the narrative detail of clothing. The clothing of the young man in Mark The young man
in Gethsemane, according to Mark, is dressed in a linen cloth. How important this was to the author is clear
from the fact that he repeats the reference in the following description of how the young man, having fled
naked, left behind. This focus on the clothes is not merely a report of an event, but is also an indication of the
significance of the event. In a Jewish context nakedness would be regarded as a shameful state. Mark is
implying that the young man, eager to follow Jesus after others fail him, also falls into shame. His leaving
behind his clothes is stressed also by the ensuing and explicit reference to his nakedness. Exegetes who
identify the two young men use this motif of clothing to point to the complete reversal of his condition. If the
previous dress in the garden was the linen cloth, this one in the tomb, however, is white. Though he is dressed
in both cases, the difference in dress expresses the development within the narrative. The portrayal is therefore
characterized by closure: What would otherwise be an incomplete narrative if the coherence between two
episodes is not understood becomes a coherent picture because of the motif of clothing. One may even take the
comparison further by analyzing the type of dress mentioned by Mark. It is often noted that Mark spoke of a
linen cloth in which Jesus was buried Mk The linen cloth is mentioned twice in Mark Taken together, Mark
associates linen clothing with shameful betrayal and with death. The young man in the empty tomb is said to
wear a white dress to indicate that he is not simply resuming his earlier lifestyle. The young man in the tomb
also has a special place in the narrative in another sense. He is well informed about the whereabouts of Jesus
and reveals the coming appearance of Jesus to his disciples. He relates what has happened to Jesus, points out
the empty tomb and sends a message to the disciples that Jesus has gone to Galilee. He is, moreover, an
important figure as a messenger who explains the significance of the empty tomb to the women. Witnessing to
Jesus is of seminal importance to Mark. The young man in the tomb gives witness to Jesus in the sense of
Mark 1: Mark ends his gospel in the same way he began it in Mark 1: His appearance, though described rather
cursorily, has, explains, apocalyptic features, which befits his important role. He is a herald of the end-time "of
the final moment of triumph. The last one who has been with and who then abandons Jesus is also the first one
to announce his resurrection.
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On, to, against, on the basis of, at. Of uncertain affinity; nude. From kratos; to use strength, i. He, she, it, they,
them, same. From the particle au; the reflexive pronoun self, used of the third person, and of the other persons.
It had clearly made a deep impression on the minds of some of the disciples probably enough, on that of Peter
, from whom, directly or indirectly, the report came. Who it was that appeared in this strange fashion we are
left to conjecture. Some have supposed that it was St. Mark himself, but for this there is obviously no ground
but the fact that this Evangelist alone records it. A careful examination of the facts suggests another
conclusion as probable. This suggests one who lived somewhere on the Mount of Olives, and so far points to
Lazarus or Simon of Bethany, as the only two conspicuous disciples in that neighbourhood. On the
supposition suggested in 1 , he was now obeying almost literally the command, "Take up thy cross, and follow
Me. It is obvious that so far as this identity is established it suggests many thoughts of profound interest. What
had seemed impossible to men had proved possible with God. He who had gone away sorrowful because he
had great possessions, had given freely to the poor see Notes on Matthew Pulpit Commentary Verse Mark is
the only evangelist who mentions this incident; and there seems good reason for supposing that he here
describes what happened to himself. Such is the mode in which St. John refers to himself in his Gospel, and
where there can be no doubt that he is speaking of himself. If the conclusion in an earlier part of this
commentary be correct, that it was at the house to which John Mark belonged that our Lord celebrated the
Passover, and from whence he went out to the Mount of Olives; what more probable than that Mark had been
with him on that occasion, and had perhaps a presentiment that something was about to happen to him? What
more likely than that the crowd who took Jesus may have passed by this house, and that Mark may have been
roused from his bed it was now a late hour by the tumult. The sindon was a fine linen cloth, indicating that he
belonged to a family in good circumstances. It is an unusual word. In every other place of the New Testament
where it is used it refers to the garment or shroud used to cover the bodies of the dead. The sindon is supposed
to take its name from Sidon, where the particular kind of linen was manufactured of which the garment was
made. It was a kind of light cloak frequently worn in hot weather. Matthew Henry Commentary Peter
wounded one of the band. It is easier to fight for Christ than to die for him. But there is a great difference
between faulty disciples and hypocrites. The latter rashly and without thought call Christ Master, and express
great affection for him, yet betray him to his enemies. Thus they hasten their own destruction.
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Jesus and the Rich Young Ruler Matthew Do what He wants you to do. The law was given to show people
their need for a Savior. Teacher, show and read the 10 Commandments. As the people heard these rules and
then tried to live by them, they soon realized that it was impossible to keep them all. Then you are guilty of
breaking all of it. God is perfect and holy. His holiness cannot tolerate even a hint of sin. For the most
effective lesson, demonstrate this: Pop open a can of Coke, and pour it all into a large cup. Ask for a volunteer
who would like a nice, cold Coke. Now, do you want the Coke? For young kids, you could just explain the
situation. Suppose you are about to drink a nice, cold Coke. Hold up a can of Coke. Would you want to drink
the coke? The nice, pure Coke is spoiled. Just as one drop of spit ruined the entire Coke, so one sin breaks the
perfect relationship that God had with people. We are sinners, and we need a Savior. Our Need Most people
agree that they have sinned by doing or thinking wrong things. They have the wrong idea that the good things
they do can outweigh the bad things they do. But it does not work that way. Hold up the cup of Coke. Is there
more Coke or spit in my cup? There is much more good Coke than icky spit in here. But that does not make
this okay to drink. The tiny bit of spit ruined the entire cup of good Coke. The Coke is no longer pure.
Because we sin even one time , we are no longer pure like God is pure. No good deeds can undo the sin in our
lives just like I could never get all the spit molecules out of the Coke. In fact, even the good things that we do
are viewed as filthy rags. The Rich Young Ruler Say: One day, a young Matthew Then the young ruler asked
Jesus if there was anything else he should do. Jesus told him that he needed to sell everything he owned and
give all the money to the poor, then follow Jesus. God should have been 1 in his life. All of his stuff was
blocking the way to his relationship with God. People often misunderstand the point of what Jesus said here.
Having money is not a sin! Loving money is a sin. Love for money causes all kinds of evil. Some people want
to get rich. They have wandered away from the faith. They have wounded themselves with many sorrows. He
knew how much the young man loved being rich. Jesus knew that the young man trusted his money more than
he trusted God. The man believed that no matter what problem came his way, he had enough money to help
him through. For example, if he got sick, he could pay the best doctors. If there was a shortage of food, he
could pay more than anyone else to buy what was left. The man loved and trusted his money. But Jesus knew
better! Jesus knew that money does not last and it leads people into sin. People who love money want more
and more and more of it. Whoever loves money never has money enough; whoever loves wealth is never
satisfied with his income. Jesus loved the man, so Jesus wanted what was best for him. Jesus wanted the man
to trust God, not money. God does satisfy us. And unlike money, God will never leave us! God was not 1 in
his life, and He should be! When the rich ruler first came to Jesus, the man thought of himself as a pretty good
guy. But when Jesus told him to sell everything he owned and give the money to the poor, he realized that he
had not kept every commandment! He did not love God above all other things. So, how did the man respond?
Did he sell everything and feel great relief because he no longer had to worry about how much money he had?
Did he give up everything to simply trust God and put God first? When the young man heard this, he went
away sad. He was very rich. Why do you think he was sad? Because Jesus asked him to give up what was
most valuable to him. The young man was called a ruler, but truly he was a slave. He was enslaved to his stuff,
and this kept him from having a loving relationship with God. Jesus told him that to be a true disciple, a true
follower of Jesus, all this stuff would have to go because God would have to be first in his life. As the man
walked away, Jesus told His disciples that it was really difficult for a rich person to enter the kingdom of
heaven, but it was possible with God Matthew Knowing this is the case, why do we ever long for more
money? When the love of money or the love of stuff grabs onto your heart, you find yourself walking away
from Jesus. Is there anything or anyone that you love more than God? Do you trust any person more than you
trust God? Do you spend way more time thinking about soccer or ballet than about God? If so, ask God to
change your heart! This is actually the very first commandment! And this was the one thing that made it so
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hard for this young man to be a true follower of Jesus. Just like with the young ruler, Jesus offers you the
opportunity to be freed from the slavery of money and things to find true freedom, peace, and joy in God.
Those who love money or stuff are constantly worried that they will lose it! We can never lose the love of
Jesus!!! May be reproduced for personal, nonprofit, and non-commercial uses only. Unless otherwise noted
the Scriptures taken from: All rights reserved worldwide. Special thanks to John R.
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The young man in the tomb gives witness to Jesus in the sense of Mark Mark ends his gospel in the same way he
began it in Mark , where he refers to Isaiah's description of the messenger who will prepare the way of the Lord.

And they seized him, but he left the linen cloth and ran away naked. Only he could bring about our salvation,
and so he had to work alone. This view of disciples abandoning Jesus at his loneliest hour is affirmed in all the
Gospels. Mark describes the young man in question as a neaniskos, meaning he was in the prime of his life,
perhaps 15 to 25 years old. Fascinatingly, the word neaniskos, which is rare in the Christian Testament, crops
up a second time in Mark, to describe the young man in the long white robe who tells the women disciples that
Jesus has been raised and they will see him again in Galilee. The posse caught hold of him, but he left the
sindon and ran away naked. A sindon was a linen cloth used for clothing or burial. The word is used exactly
four times in the Christian Testament: This to me is the connection of the naked young man and the burial of
Jesus and the proclamation of the Easter Angel. For him to be wearing a sindon, which is very specifically
used for burial clothing, has some deliberate correlations by the Gospel writer Mark in identifying the
significant transformation of the death and rebirth of humanity as found in the Resurrection. The motif of the
clothing reinforces the impression that the two episodes form a coherent whole. Mark often mentions clothing
with strong symbolic overtones so that it has special significance for him. Consequently the clothes of John
the Baptist in Mark 1: The clothing of Jesus in the episode on the transfiguration in Mark 9: These references
to exceptional clothing are found at crucial points at the beginning and at the turning point of the narrative
where important revelations are given. In the episode on John the Baptist in Mark 1: The action of the High
Priest also takes place at a seminal moment in the trial of Jesus. In all of these cases, the significance of Jesus
is highlighted through the narrative detail of clothing. The clothing of the young man in Mark The young man
in Gethsemane, according to Mark, is dressed in a linen cloth. How important this was to the author is clear
from the fact that he repeats the reference in the following description of how the young man, having fled
naked, left behind. This focus on the clothes is not merely a report of an event, but is also an indication of the
significance of the event. In a Jewish context nakedness would be regarded as a shameful state. Mark is
implying that the young man, eager to follow Jesus after others fail him, also falls into shame. His leaving
behind his clothes is stressed also by the ensuing and explicit reference to his nakedness. Exegetes who
identify the two young men use this motif of clothing to point to the complete reversal of his condition. If the
previous dress in the garden was the linen cloth, this one in the tomb, however, is white. Though he is dressed
in both cases, the difference in dress expresses the development within the narrative. The portrayal is therefore
characterized by closure: What would otherwise be an incomplete narrative if the coherence between two
episodes is not understood becomes a coherent picture because of the motif of clothing. One may even take the
comparison further by analyzing the type of dress mentioned by Mark. It is often noted that Mark spoke of a
linen cloth in which Jesus was buried Mk The linen cloth is mentioned twice in Mark Taken together, Mark
associates linen clothing with shameful betrayal and with death. The young man in the empty tomb is said to
wear a white dress to indicate that he is not simply resuming his earlier lifestyle. The young man in the tomb
also has a special place in the narrative in another sense. He is well informed about the whereabouts of Jesus
and reveals the coming appearance of Jesus to his disciples. He relates what has happened to Jesus, points out
the empty tomb and sends a message to the disciples that Jesus has gone to Galilee. He is, moreover, an
important figure as a messenger who explains the significance of the empty tomb to the women. Witnessing to
Jesus is of seminal importance to Mark. The young man in the tomb gives witness to Jesus in the sense of
Mark 1: Mark ends his gospel in the same way he began it in Mark 1: His appearance, though described rather
cursorily, has, explains, apocalyptic features, which befits his important role. He is a herald of the end-time "of
the final moment of triumph. The last one who has been with and who then abandons Jesus is also the first one
to announce his resurrection. These gestures began with the covering of African nakedness. To the colonists it
spoke of darkness, disorder and pollution. There achievement in that covering was not only by doctrinal
instruction but through the place of dress in this enterprise: They were to prove a privilege means for
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contrasting new forms of value, personhood, and history on the colonial frontier. I believe that this young man
once naked in the Garden now dressed in a dazzling white robe is representative of humanity and our new
found role as witnesses of the Resurrection. Let us be like this young man-Easter Angel not perhaps in a
traditional sense of what we are accustomed to and realize that though we are naked in sin, we are reborn anew
by the power of the Resurrection.
8: Who was the young man who fled naked in Mark ?
Young menÂ» Instances of religious young menÂ» The rich young man. Young menÂ» Examples of Godly young
menÂ» Jesus (in the temple) The young men who grew.

9: A Young Man's Question Sermon by James Hayford Sr., Mark - www.enganchecubano.com
New International Version A young man, wearing nothing but a linen garment, was following Jesus. When they seized
him, New Living Translation One young man following behind was clothed only in a long linen shirt.
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